The authors reply to Zax's critique of the double-equation method for ecological regression and of the specific extension to it proposed by Grofman and Migalski. Although Zax does correct two minor errors in Grofman and Migalski's statement of the double-equation approach, neither of those errors affected the final calculations reported in their article. Furthermore, nothing Zax reports affects their fundamental conclusion that doubleequation methods can be superior to single-equation techniques if there is substantial error in the measurement of the independent variable. In particular, by analyzing an election for which, from exit polls, the ''true'' parameters of Hispanic and non-Hispanic levels of political cohesion are known, the authors show that double-equation ecological regression estimates derived from registration data are highly accurate in reproducing the true individual-level behavioral parameters (group means).
I n looking at voting behavior in local elections, it is only very rarely the case that survey data on electoral behavior broken down by race are available. As a consequence, expert witnesses in litigation involving voting rights, for which information about the levels of racial bloc voting (RBV) in the electorate is almost always a key factor in determining trial outcomes (Grofman, Handley, and Niemi 1992) , must rely on ecological methods to estimate racial voting behavior. But a further complication is that data on the racial composition of the electorate at the level of voting tabulation units (precincts) are also rarely available. Thus, expert witnesses will normally have to use minority and nonminority shares of voting-age population (VAP) or of registration as proxies for the minority and nonminority composition of the actual voting electorate. But when they do so, they are obviously inputting error in the nature of the independent variable. Furthermore, it can be shown that the error in estimates so generated is of a nonlinear form.
It has been a topic of concern for several decades how to adjust ecological techniques to compensate for such systematic measurement errors in the independent variable. In an extension of standard Goodman-type ecological regression methods (Goodman 1953 (Goodman , 1959 , various scholars (Grofman, Migalski, and Noviello 1985; Kousser 1973; Loewen and Grofman 1989) have proposed a double-equation method (commonly known as ''double regression'') intended to cope with the problem. In a further extension, Grofman and Migalski (1988) showed how this two-equation regression method can be made applicable to situations in which voters may cast more than a single vote (e.g., situations in which the voting method is plurality bloc voting).
The availability of a computer program to implement King's (1997) ecological inference methods, which represent a major improvement on Goodman's approach, has sparked a renaissance of ecological studies, especially in political science. King's methods of ecological inference are increasingly used by expert witnesses in voting rights cases in estimating RBV patterns.
1 An ancillary consequence of this renewed interest in ecological methods for generating inferences about individual-level patterns has been new work considering how to adjust for measurement errors in the independent variable (Cho, Judge, and Cain 2002; Zax 2002 Zax , 2005 ; see also Cho and Gaines 2004; King 1997:71-72) . Our focus here is primarily on one of these articles, that by Zax (2002) . Zax reviewed the double-equation ecological regression approach, and more specifically, he critiqued Grofman and Migalski's (1988) proposed extension of the double-equation ecological regression approach to the case in which voters may cast more than a single vote. Zax (2002) made three major claims about the double-equation ecological regression technique as exposited in Grofman and Migalski (1988) . First, he regarded the double-regression technique as unnecessary, because King's (1997) method of ecological inference is now available. Second, he argued that the attempt of Grofman and Migalski to expand the scope of applicability of the double-regression technique to the multiseat case (plurality bloc voting), in which voters have multiple votes to cast, fails to go through because of the existence of a critical error in Grofman and Migalski's equation 5, an error that is perpetuated in most of the subsequent equations in that article. Third, Zax asserted that even for the basic case in which voters have a single vote to cast, the double-regression technique is statistically misguided, because there exists no way to reliably estimate the standard errors of its parameter estimates, and he stated that the attempt in Grofman and Migalski to validate the approach through the use of the seemingly unrelated regressions (SUR) approach is statistically inappropriate.
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The last two of these critiques are reasonable ones, but even these criticisms are not 100 percent accurate and, in any case, point to only minor problems that do not in any way affect the substantive conclusions of Grofman and Migalski's (1988) article. On the other hand, the first of Zax's (2002) critiques, his more fundamental criticism of the doubleequation approach, is simply flat wrong.
Accuracy of Double Regression and Other Double-Equation Techniques Versus Goodman Single-Equation Ecological
Regression and Basic King Single-Equation Ecological Inference Zax's (2002) claims about double-equation approaches not being needed now that a superior approach, King's (1997) ecological inference method, is available are quite misleading. If Zax were correct, we would not need double-equation methods to improve the accuracy of estimates about bloc voting patterns in situations in which the independent variable is misspecified but could simply use the basic King single-equation methodology for ecological inference. However, reading King would lead us to a quite different expectation. King was well aware of the potential problems for ecological inference caused by measurement error in the independent variable:
Most methodological discussions of ecological inference avoid this problem by ''assuming'' that x i (the proportion of those voting who are black) is known and used in place of X i (the proportion of VAP that is black). However, although data on x i are available in a few data sets, theses data are quite rare in real voting and most other applications. Thus, almost any practical use of aggregate date in race and voting studies to make inferences abut individuals should include the insights from the double regression procedure [italics added]. (P. 71) Thus, contra Zax, we should not expect that single-equation ecological inference would necessarily be better than double-equation methods. Indeed, King himself has instantiated in his computer program EZI a double-equation method (EI2) that can be used for calculating polarization in situations in which the independent variable is misspecified.
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Using hypothetical data, it is possible construct examples in which single-equation ecological regression outperforms single-equation ecological inference, or vice versa, in mimicking the ''true'' RBV parameters used to construct the simulated data. Similarly, we can easily construct hypothetical scenarios in which single-equation ecological regression or double regression will produce ''out of bounds'' results (i.e., estimates in which voting percentages are calculated as below 0 percent or above 100 percent). If, however, we want to make sensible practical judgments about the relative accuracy of different ecological estimation methods for particular types of applications, such as expert witness analysis of RBV patterns, what we want to know is (1) how different are the estimates produced by those methods in practice, and ideally, too, we would like (2) evidence comparing the results of the application of these methods to voting data from real-world elections involving minority versus nonminority candidates that we may reasonably regard as relatively typical of the sorts of elections to which ecological methods to estimate RBV will customarily be applied, but for which we ''know'' the right answer.
Here, we consider evidence from one real-world municipal election, the 2001 runoff contest between James K. Hahn and Antonio Villaraigosa for mayor of Los Angeles, which has been the subject of considerable research on RBV (Abrajano, Nagler, and Alvarez 2005; Barreto, Villarreal, and Woods 2005; Sonenshein and Pinkus 2002) . 4 For this election, we have high-quality exit-poll data from a survey of election-day voters, conducted under the auspices of the Los Angeles Times, which includes information asked of respondents about their race and whether they were Hispanic or Latino. 5 In our ecological analyses, we focus on Hispanic versus nonHispanic voting patterns for the Hispanic candidate, Villaraigosa. 6 We look at two different proxies for Hispanic share of the actual voting electorate: Hispanic VAP 7 and Spanish surname percentage among registered voters. 8 We then compare five different ecological methods for generating estimates of bloc voting patterns in this contest against one another and against the exit-poll results 9 :
Goodman: Standard single-equation estimate of Goodman (1953 Goodman ( , 1959 For data runs based on VAP, we find a discrepancy of .13 (.75 vs. .88) between the results of Goodman's single-equation ecological regression and the exit-poll estimate of the proportion of Hispanics who voted for Villaraigosa and a discrepancy of .15 between the results of King's basic single-equation ecological inference program and the exit-poll data. The corresponding estimate from double regression is off by .11. For data runs based on registration data, we find a discrepancy of .12 (.99 vs. .88) between the results of Goodman's ecological regression and the exit-poll estimate of the proportion of Hispanics who voted for Villaraigosa and a discrepancy of .10 between the results of King's basic ecological inference program and the exit-poll data. In contrast, the corresponding estimate from double regression is off by only .02. When we turn to VAP-based estimates of the proportion of non-Hispanics who voted for Villaraigosa, we find discrepancies of .03, .03, and .02 for Goodman, single-equation ecological inference, and double regression, respectively. Similarly, we find discrepancies of .03, .04, and .05, respectively, for estimates of the proportion of non-Hispanics who voted for Villaraigosa on the basis of the registration data. Thus, when using similar data, on VAP (or on registration) with one exception, the first three of our methods give very similar answers. In the one exception to the finding that the three methods give similar results, that for the estimates of Latino voting patterns derived from registration data, we find that the Zax (2002) would seem to imply, for both VAP and registration data, and for both estimates of Latino and nonLatino voting patterns, the two-equation techniques using King's basic ecological inference software (DE and DE 2) and the double-regression approach described by Grofman and Migalski (1988) give virtually identical results.
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Another obviously important point about the results shown in Table 2 is that in 9 of 10 of the possible comparisons shown in Table 2 , the VAP-derived estimates are not as accurate as the registration-derived estimates. As academics who have served as expert witnesses in voting rights cases involving Latino voting patterns, we are not surprised that for Hispanics in Los Angeles, where there is a dramatic drop-off between their proportion of the VAP and their proportion of the citizen VAP, and a further substantial drop-off in their proportion of the registered voter population, and a further drop-off in their proportion of the actual voting electorate, we generally get better estimates using estimated Spanish surname registration levels than we do using VAP data. For example, for every 100 Latino adults (VAP) in Los Angeles, approximately 59 are not citizens, compared with only 9 of 100 Whites who are noncitizens. Furthermore, among the adult eligible population, 30 percent of Latinos are not registered to vote, compared with just 15 percent of Whites (see Table 1 ). Thus, it is very important to have as accurate an estimate as possible of the independent variable: percentage Hispanic. The registration data are closer to the actual election-day turnout proportions than are the VAP data.
Still, even using VAP as the basis for our calculations, we do not do a bad job in using ecological methods to estimate the parameters of Latino and non-Latino voting, once we recognize that the basic legal issue being addressed is simply whether there are differences between Latino and nonLatino voting patterns in this contest such that a majority of Latinos support the Latino candidate and a majority of non-Latinos do not (Grofman et al. 1992) . Using all five techniques, and including the VAP-derived data, the range of our estimates argue that support for Villaraigosa was somewhere from 73 percent to 99 percent or higher among Latinos and from 26 percent to 35 percent among non-Latinos. The exit-poll data (88 percent and 31 percent, respectively) are toward the middle of these ranges. Of course, we cannot be sure that the legally irrelevant differences in estimation across methods we find for this one election will always be found, but between us, we have examined hundreds of contests and found that differences across methods tend to be minor when looking at African American voting patterns, and also minor for Hispanic voting patterns, at least as long as these are estimated from Spanish surname registration or turnout data. (Grofman et al. 1985) , intended to allow for differential turnout rates for minority and nonminority populations; King DE = method identical to Goodman double-equation method except that King's ecological inference method is used for each of the two equations instead of ecological regression; King DE 2 = method estimated in the identical manner to King DE, except that calculations for nonvoters are conducted on a precinct-specific basis, as opposed to an aggregate estimate for Hispanic and non-Hispanic, and the overall estimate is calculated as a voter-weighted average of the precinct values.
Errors in Formulating Equations to Calculate DoubleRegression Parameters When Voters May Vote for More Than a Single Candidate
We are grateful to Zax (2002) for exposing a mistake in the statement of the identity of equation 5 in Grofman and Migalski (1988) . This equation is used to expand the double-equation approach to the case in which voters can vote for more than a single candidate (as in multimember districts or at-large elections not involving numbered places). However, we find his apparent disinterest in a constructive response as how to fix the error to which he calls attention somewhat puzzling, because the error turns out be relatively minor, requiring the replacement of n (the mean number of ballots casts per voter) with n (the maximum number of ballots each voter is eligible to cast).
Moreover, and even more important, although this error does effect equations 5 through 11 in Grofman and Migalski (1988) , it turns out not to matter for the final estimating equations used in the article, equations 12 and 13. That is because n in the original version of equation 5 and n in the respecified version of that equation may be taken as scaling constants (one specified by the voting system and the other derived directly from the aggregate data), and the nature of the double-equation estimation in equations 12 and 13 involves a division in which this scaling constant (being found in both equations) simply cancels out.
12 Thus, even though there was a mistake in the specification of some of the earlier equations, it did not affect the calculations of the actual parameters of interest reported by Grofman and Migalski. And in any case, we note that the model proposed in equation 5 in that article only applies to the case in which voters have multiple votes to cast and thus does not apply to most of the applications to date of the double ecological regression methodology, that in expert witness testimony in voting rights cases involving single offices involving two candidates (or, if more than two candidates for the same single seat, in which the votes for candidates of the same race can be combined so as to treat the election as if it were a two-candidate contest).
Standard Errors for Double Regression
We turn now to the third issue raised by Zax (2002) , the problem of inaccurate standard errors. Once again, Zax is better at criticizing than suggesting improvements. While he asserts that the variance-covariance Grofman, Barreto / A Reply to Zax 609 method we offer to calculate standard errors for the double-regression technique is inappropriate because of potential problems such as correlated error, Zax provides no formula for how standard errors should be calculated for the double-equation ecological regression approach. Perhaps even more important, neither Zax (2002) nor Zax (2005) offers any empirical evidence that, for the kinds of real-world data sets at issue in voting rights litigation, the failure to take heteroscedasticity or correlated errors into account substantially biases error estimates derived from variance and covariance calculations in a fashion that would affect legal conclusions drawn from the election data.
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Equally important, Zax's (2002) claim that unlike what is the case with double regression, ''trustworthy standard errors can be accomplished almost automatically through King's (1997) maximum likelihood model of random coefficients'' (p. 83) simply is not accurate, because using King's approach in the presence of error in the independent variable would seem to require a multiequation approach, and calculating standard errors when King's approach is applied twice (in interrelated equations of any sort) requires additional complex calculations involving variances and covariances in exactly the same way that calculating errors for double regression on the basis of Goodman's ecological regression approach does, or a process of estimating those standard errors through simulation (cf. Herron and Shotts 2003a, 2003b ).
Discussion
Zax (2002) is somewhat helpful to students interested in problems of reliable ecological inference by catching a mistake in the statement of formulas in Grofman and Migalski (1988) used to extend the double-regression approach to the case in which voters have more than one vote to cast, but he does not realize that the mistake in question is not only minor but also that it does not apply to the equations they use to perform the actual calculations reported in that article. Zax is also correct about the inappropriateness of SUR as a validity check on double-regression results, but he neglects the use of SUR as a reliability check on the variance-covariance-based standard error calculations in Grofman and Migalski's article. On the other hand, Zax's most important claim, that a double-equation approach is obviated by reliance on King's ecological inference methods, is at best overstated and at worst dead wrong, and it contradicts the views of King (1997:71-72) himself.
While we do in fact share with Zax (2002) the view that King's ecological inference approach is superior, all else equal, to ecological regression approaches (see Grofman 2000) , it is important to recognize that in practice, in applications of bloc voting analysis in situations in which voting is highly racially polarized, the two families of methods will tend to give very similar results. Contrary to what Zax would lead us to expect, we see from Table 2 that for the Villaraigosa-Hahn contest, the estimates derived from King's method and from ecological inference are essentially identical when we compare the single-equation variants of these methods with each other, and they are essentially identical as well when we compare, one to the other, the double-equation variants of each model that we used. Furthermore, where there are substantial differences found between single-equation and double-equation approaches, it is the double-equation approach that appears best. Thus, contrary to Zax, if we are to apply King's ecological inferences approach when we have substantial misspecification in the independent variable due to substantial differences in turnout across racial groups, we need to correct for such misspecification using a double-equation approach.
14 The finding that for real-world data in situations in which voting is highly polarized, single-equation ecological regression and single-equation ecological inference give essentially identical or near identical estimates has been corroborated numerous times by experts who have testified in voting-rights cases who have applied both King's and Goodman's approaches to the same data (Richard Engstrom, personal communication, March 2006) . Unfortunately, such comparisons are generally only reported in trial transcripts, or only available in expert witness reports, rather than being published in the academic literature. However, several recent published works (Bullock and Gaddie (2005, especially Bullock and Gaddie 2006) show how remarkably near to identical various ecological methods are when they are applied to real data of the kind (biracial contests) studied in voting-rights litigation and how, for these data sets, for legal purposes, it would not matter as to which estimate is used to determine if Whites and Blacks vote differently.
There are fewer examples of work comparing various types of ecological inference in situations involving candidacies of different races in which the ''true'' (average) individual-level voting parameters are known from other data sources. Two special issues of Historical Methods do contain articles that directly bear on comparisons between aggregate-level inference and real data on elections involving candidates of more than one race, and our findings are generally consistent with those reported in Grofman, Barreto / A Reply to Zax 611 articles by Kousser (2001) , Phelan (2001) , and Lewis (2001) . Similarly, Liu (2007) shows that for a biracial contest in New Orleans in which racial sign-in data were available, different ecological methods gave very similar results in estimating minority and nonminority turnout levels and did a good job in reliably estimating turnout. 15 We would emphasize, however, that the ability of any form of ecological inference to recover individual-level parameters from aggregated data is in part contingent on the nature of the patterns in that data. The clearer the ''signal'' in the data, and the more substantial is the range of variation in the independent variable(s), the easier it is for that signal to be correctly detected by ecological inference methods, even with a limited number of data points. Still, when we compare methods, for RBV analyses in biracial or biethnic contests, using real data, if there are very substantial turnout or eligibility differences between the groups under study that are not already largely being taken into account in the independent variable we use as our race proxy, then we should to be using some two-equation method to double-check our results.
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In this connection, it is important to note that, as mentioned earlier, there is an alternative two-equation technique to the double-equation model presented here. In that model, we first estimate turnout through a single-equation method (whether Goodman or EI, with the latter preferred) and then run a second single-equation version of Goodman or EI (with the latter preferred) in which we substitute in our new turnout estimates for the less accurate independent variable that was the best we previously had to work with. Using EI (and a model within the EZI program called EI2), this approach has been used by Liu (2001; cf. Cho and Gaines 2004; Voss 2004 ) and some expert witnesses in voting rights cases (Lisa Handley, personal communication, August 9, 2007) . We have run some preliminary comparisons of the double-equation approaches presented in this article and in our earlier work with this alternative two-equation approach and find, for highly polarized elections in jurisdictions where there are many racially homogeneous or near homogeneous precincts, the answers from the various double-equation approaches tend to be virtually identical. 17 We have generated King EI2 (double-equation) estimates of polarization for the Los Angeles data on the Villaraigosa-Hahn contest.
18 These are as follows: estimated Latino vote for Villaraigosa = .90 (SE = .0811), and estimated non-Latino vote for Villaraigosa = .26 (SE = .1770). The double-equation method used by Grofman and Migalski (1988) gives us virtually identical estimates of .91 and .26 for these two parameters. In sum, the choice of double-equation method does not affect our conclusion as to whether voting in this contest is polarized along Hispanic versus non-Hispanic lines, and because the exit-poll data gave us estimates of .88 and .31 for these same parameters, we can be confident that our ecological results are pretty much ''on the money.'' 19 Notes 1. These experts now either use King's approach exclusively, instead of Goodman-like ecological regression, or use ecological inference as a check on results generated by ecological regression methods.
2. Zax (2005) added a fifth criticism, the claim that double regression produces asymptotically biased estimates. That argument takes us into issues beyond the scope of this note. Suffice it to remark that whatever problems this causes are (1) likely to be minor in realworld RBV data and (2) shared by any double-equation variant of King's ecological inference approach.
3. The estimating equations in this double-equation method are distinct from those in the double-equation method in Grofman and Migalski (1988) . We will have more to say about in the concluding section of this article.
4. Hahn won the general election on June 5, 2001, with 54 percent of the vote, defeating Villaraigosa by 7 percentage points.
5. We use Latino and Hispanic as synonyms in this article.
6. We have election data from two main sources: the Los Angeles County Registrar of Voters database and the Los Angeles City Clerk's Statement of Votes Cast. The unit of aggregation is the voting tabulation unit (here called precincts), and our data include a complete enumeration of registered voters and votes cast in each of the 1,730 precincts in Los Angeles.
7. We have Hispanic VAP in each of the Los Angeles precincts (ca. 2000) from the U.S. census.
8. The Spanish surname list is based on the 1990 census and is constructed by tabulating the responses to the Hispanic-origin question. Each surname is categorized by the percentage of individuals who identified themselves as ''Hispanic.'' Although the use of this instrument results in a modest underestimate, given the presence of Latinos with non-Hispanic surnames, the U.S. Census Bureau estimates that this captures 93.6% of all Hispanics, and fewer than 5% of those identified are false. For a full explanation on the methodology of the list, see Word and Perkins (1996) . While there are both Type I and Type II errors possible in such matching, unpublished work done by the demographer William O'Hare (in conjunction with one of the present authors) suggests that for Los Angeles, the errors are rather minor. In any case, we can compare results using this estimate of the size of the Latino population to the exit-poll data.
9. However, considerable care must be used in making comparisons with these exit-poll data. Our ecological methods only make use of data on polling-place votes cast in the 2001 mayoral election and exclude votes cast in absentia. Although the Los Angeles Times exit poll only interviewed polling-place voters on election day and also contained no data on the choices Grofman, Barreto / A Reply to Zax 613 of absentee voters, the Times adjusted its final published estimates of voting by race and Hispanic ethnicity using a reweighting of the exit-poll data to ensure that its announced exit-poll results were consistent with the overall election outcome. That is, the available poll data are only for polling-place voters. Thus, we cannot directly compare our ecological results about bloc voting with the corresponding figures published in the Times's postelection news stories, because the latter incorporate absentee voter preferences. To match our Los Angeles city election data to the exit poll conducted by the Times, we had to go back to the raw precinct-level data from the Times poll and retabulate vote preference by race and ethnicity for polling-place voters. To improve comparability, we also chose to limit ourselves to precinct-level data for just polling-place voters (excluding absentee voters). Our analyses of the raw data suggest that 88% of Latinos voted for Villaraigosa, while the published Times figure, which attempts to account for absentee preferences, is 82%. Of course, even an exit poll is far from perfect, but then no method is. Still, an exit poll provides a useful baseline against which to compare the results of aggregate-level ecological methods using precinct-level data, even though we recognize that sometimes, survey results may actually be less accurate than those derived from ecological methods (when the surveys are not fully random and/or there are interviewer effects or response bias effects in the data; see especially Liu 2007) .
10. For some estimates, one or both of the King-based methods is marginally superior to double regression, and for other estimates, double regression comes closer to the exit-poll data, but the differences are in all cases trivial and, when averaged over the two parameters being estimated, essentially nonexistent (see Table 1 ).
11. In this article, in Table 2 , we have simply omitted standard errors for the three double-equation approaches, because presenting the standard errors for each equation singly can be misleading. For present purposes, the proof is in the pudding, that is, in the direct comparisons of ecological estimates with exit-poll data shown in Table 2 . It is apparent, however, given misspecification in the independent variable, that the standard errors reported for both the single-equation ecological regressions and ecological inference method are too low. It is straightforward to show that the presence of such errors creates nonlinearity in the data.
12. A correct respecification of equations 5 through 11 is available on request from the authors.
13. When Zax (2002) attacks Grofman and Migalski's (1988) use of SUR, he is technically correct in that SUR is intended for use in interrelated equations in which there are different independent variables, but SUR can still be used to check the reliability of the calculations in Grofman and Migalski (1988) , even if not their validity. In that context, we would note that except for one trivial case of rounding error and one missing negative sign that was inadvertently omitted from the table, the computer-generated SUR estimates in Grofman and Migalski are in fact identical to those of the authors' spreadsheet-based calculations using variances and covariances. Moreover, after we correct a typo, a missing negative sign, all of the covariances shown in their Table 2 (p. 449) are negative and are similar in magnitude to the variances. Moreover, Zax (2002) does not mention that Grofman and Migalski look for the kind of contextual effects that might bias estimates of standard errors by running polynomial regressions and find no substantial improvement in fit (cf. Owen and Grofman 1997) . Because the standard errors for each of the two individual equations in the various double-equation approaches in table can be misleading, as noted earlier, we have omitted them from Table 2. 14. There is one further complication that we neglect, namely, the fact that there is a substantial African American population in the Los Angeles electorate, and thus, seeking to distinguish voting patterns of non-Hispanic Whites from those of non-Hispanic Blacks might allow us some improvement in our estimates of Hispanic and non-Hispanic voting patterns. However, standard techniques for multibloc ecological inference do not really exist, although ideas along this line are discussed by King (1997:chap. 15 ) and in subsequent work (see review in Greiner 2007) . In any case, this issue takes us well beyond the limited scope of this essay. Moreover, in the Los Angeles mayoral election we report on here, we know from exitpoll and other data that Blacks, like non-Hispanic Whites, were largely supporting Hahn. Also, there is considerable residential segregation in Los Angeles for both Hispanics and Blacks, so the kinds of inference problems involving multibloc electorates referred to by Greiner (2007) , who analyzed data on an election in Georgia in which there were no heavily homogeneous Hispanic precincts, are not really of moment for the analyses presented here.
15. Liu does find some cases in which an ecological regression method actually comes slightly closer to the true values than the corresponding estimates derived from ecological inference, but his data generally support agreement among the basic methods. The only real exception to congruity among ecological approaches in estimates of polarization in Liu's data (see his Table 2) comes from Freedman et al.'s ''neighborhood model,'' but this model is quite different from the standard approaches and in our view is simply not very useful for analysis of racial polarization for candidates in biracial contests, except when there is almost perfect segregation, although it will sometimes give estimates for turnout that match more closely with what we get from standard methods (see Grofman 1991; cf. Liu 2007, Table 3 ). Liu's best estimate of turnout comes from a variant of King's ecological inferences model that includes a covariate, but even this model does not generate large differences from other approaches (e.g., King's basic model estimates Black turnout at 51.8%; the model with one covariate gives us an estimate of 49.1%). Also, as Liu acknowledges, there are no agreedupon procedures for determining which covariates to introduce.
16. In this context, we would note that Liu (2007) describes his own empirical findings as seemingly inconsistent with the claim made by Zax (2002 Zax ( , 2005 that ''there is no use in the double regression approach. '' 17. It has been our experience that in biracial contests, ecological estimates of turnout by race tend to have higher standard errors than estimates of RBV because there can be considerable within-group variance in turnout behavior (often related to socioeconomic status differences). The EI2 double-equation method involves one stage at which turnout is directly estimated. In contrast, the double-regression methods reported in Table 2 estimate turnout  more indirectly. 18. There is also some new work on ecological inference in r × c tables larger than 2 × 2, extending ideas in King (1997:chap. 15 ). Such methods can be used to deal with abstention (and thus with differential levels of turnout across racial or ethnic groupings) by estimating parameters for a 2 × 3 table in which the first column is votes for the minority candidate, the second column is votes for the nonminority candidate, and the third column is abstention. However, this methodology is not yet well established and raises issues beyond the scope of this brief essay.
19. We remind the reader that exit-poll results are themselves subject to sampling and other forms of error (such as response bias), so that we would not expect a perfect fit between ecological inference and survey data. Indeed, in the New Orleans election examined by Liu (2007) , he is able to compare both survey findings and ecological regression estimates of turnout to actual sign-in data by race, and he actually finds the latter more accurate than the former in estimating turnout by race.
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